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ABSTRACT—Nowadays, the congestion in traffic is one of the major issues in many cities. There are different causes of congestion in road traffic like capacity of the lane is insufficient, more demand, large delays in signals, increase the number of vehicles etc. As populations are growing, it is difficult to manage the traffic on the roads and also the people has to wait for the green signal for a long time as it is not depend on the density of traffic in the real time. This paper presents the method to find the density of the traffics in each signal by using camera and sensors. According to the vehicle density on road, the decisions are made to switch the traffic lights to red or green. As the result it will reduce the traffic on roads which will help to reduce the accidents
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I. INTRODUCTION

As increase in the population, the usage of road is increased day by day. The managing of the traffic is one of the major challenges to be tackled in a big city. The usage of vehicles rise to congestion of the road traffic which will leads to increasing cost of transportation because of wastage of time and extra fuel consumption due to waiting in the traffic signal. The most common reason of traffic congestion in the world is an inefficient traffic signal controlling which affects the traffic flow. So the traffic signal has to be changed based on the current traffic in the lane. In the existing traffic system in our cities, predefined timers are used in the traffic signal for controlling the traffic. It will not consider for real time scenario of traffic in the roads. As result the green signal is for lane with no vehicle and lot of vehicle has to be wait in the red signals because same wait timing is used for all the lanes.

India loses billions of money in the year 2016, due to lot of traffics which will leads to wastage of fuel, vehicles speed is reduced and waiting time of vehicles at toll plazas are increased. The most road traffic congestion city are Mumbai, Pune, Kolkata are statics of the traffic given by “The Times of India”. The system has to developing order to handle the traffic in the India. The Internet of Things plays important roles in sensing the road traffics and make intelligent decision on that current situation. IOT is connecting with the devices by sense the data, send the information to other end, after that it process based on that decision are made.

Analysis of the transportation data are helpful for project planning for developing the Intelligent system in transport by using the vehicle count, speed, types of vehicles etc. For estimating the traffics in the road, sensors are used for monitoring traffic and Information system related to classification of vehicles. In the current situation, vehicles count can be obtained by magnetic loop detectors. The count is calculated by passing the vehicle over them. Other parameter for traffic monitoring such as vehicle classification, size are obtained by Vision-based video monitoring systems. In the metropolitan city, the monitoring the traffic can be done by video camera which is mounted in the poles which will focus on the each lane and record the traffic in each lane. It will be used for detecting and classifying vehicles in different lanes and for any direction of traffic flow. This information will be helpful for analysis of the traffic in particular areas.

In today’s world, the signals are working in each road. In the system, vehicles in one path (P1) are passed and vehicles in another path (P2) still in waiting state because time is not over and hence signal is still red. These systems are not efficient to handle the present situation. The main drawback in the existing system has unnecessary waiting time even though there is less number of traffic in the road and there is no facility to handle emergency vehicles in the traffic. The system is developed to handle the situation, which performs execution based on density of vehicles in the each path. Based on number of vehicle the signals will be allotted for a particular side. For processing this scenario sensors and Arduino is used as a microcontroller which provides the signal timing based on the traffic density.

The paper is organized as Section II describes literature survey on the traffic management system Section III describe our proposed system Section IV describes the simulation model with hardware setup and finally Section V concludes the paper with a highlight on the scope of future work

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Internet of things plays important roles in today’s world. It has gained significant attention in computing industry during these years. It is used to control and manage the traffic system more effectively. But each systems use different types of technologies, different types of sensors and other different components like Infrared Sensors, Radio-frequency identification tags, camera, Big Data, Zigbee, Bluetooth etc.

Now a day’s usage of vehicle is more when compared to the past decades. Infrastructure growth of the road is less as compared to the increase in number of vehicles, due to some constraints like space and cost [3]. Traffic system that we follow is fixed time is allotted to each path. Even though there will be lot of vehicle has to be wait for more one signal at particular area to pass vehicle from that particular signal.[1]
Harshini Vijeth (2017) had suggested a method which uses Infrared sensors and RFID to identify the vehicle count on each side of signal and also to identify the ambulance. Camera which is mounted on poles is used to capture the picture of traffic. Decision can be made manually after seeing the picture of traffic in control room. Demerits of this system, camera will cover minimal area of signals. Pi cameras are used in this system [7].

Bilal Ghazalhas (2016) proposed a method, the density of the vehicle using IR sensors and accomplishes dynamic timing slots with different levels. Moreover, a portable controller device is designed to solve the problem of emergency vehicles stuck in the overcrowded roads. In many traffic monitoring systems, IR sensors are used [8]. The direction of vehicle is identified by IR transmitter and the IR receiver that are mounted on poles on either sides of the road. When an vehicles passes on the path between the IR sensors, it will increase the vehicle count. The based on information collected about the traffic density of the different roads of a junction is analyzed and decision can be made. PIC microcontroller is used to control the traffic system. Sensing of vehicles by IR rays has disadvantage that it can’t able detect automobiles properly due to small blocks such as ranging from rain droplets to fog and dust particles etc.

Koushik Mandal (2012) had proposed the system in RFID and GSM technology are used to get real time information from the traffic and signals are changed according it. RFID tags are fixed on the each automobile. It has Wireless router and wireless coordinator which will read RFID that is placed in vehicle. RFID reader is placed in the pole on either side of road. Based on the information obtained, average waiting time is calculated and GSM module helps to transmit the data to the central traffic management system for making decision [9].

Siuli Roy (2016) had proposed the system in which the speed of the vehicles are identified [8]. Speed of the vehicle is obtained by RFID and other sensors. If the average speed of vehicles falls below a threshold which is calculated earlier based on the traffic information at the particular area, automatically the system will detect that traffic congestion are occurred by comparing with the normal traffic with speed of vehicle. In such a situation, a message is sent to the central area for asking to stop all inflow of traffic in that signals. This system has some manual operation for managing the traffic.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

The proposed system helps to reduce the possibilities of traffic congestion in the roads, which is caused by the traffic lights signals, to some extent by clearing the road with contains high density of vehicles. It also provides the clearance for the emergency vehicle by capturing the images from path. The process of the maintaining the traffic in the roads is shown in the figure 3.1

1. Image acquisition

The images of each lane are captured by the video camera which is placed on the top of the pole which is near the traffic signals. From which it can able to capture the image of vehicle clearly. The information are extracted from video camera, from that images are separated into the frames continuously from the real time. The data are processed by converting the images from RGB format to grayscale for processing. Reference image are image which are captured during no vehicle present in the road.

2. Image Pre-Processing

The continuously record the traffic video from the each Lanes. Consider one frame per second from video using image processing. The unnecessary background information from the video images is removed. In the system initial background image without vehicles are stored that is subtracts from the current image of traffic. The dimensions of the road are already calculated. It performs Image Filtering. It uses two processes such as roads are converted to white and other that is converting to black.
3. Finding Traffic Density

Vehicle detection is required to identify type of vehicles and count of vehicle, which are present in particular area. Identification of vehicles can be done by rectangular area. If more than one area is collapsed then it will be filter out. After finding the number of vehicle in the each lane, the signal can be changed by comparing with the other lanes vehicle density. If it find any emergency vehicle in the lane then signal can be changed according to it.

IV. RESULTS

In the system four corner signals are taken for analysis of traffic system. The hardware setup of arduino with video camera are used for capturing traffic video image are shown in the figure 4.1 The vehicle counts are identified in each lane by capturing video. Vehicle count when compared with other lane. Based on analysis the green signals are opened to that particular lane. In this figure 4.2 signals 2 has 4 vehicles and signal 4 has 6 vehicles. After comparing the values, the green signal is displayed to signal 4.

V. CONCLUSION

The system reduces the possibilities of traffic congestion in the roads. By monitoring the vehicle density in each path in the road and based on real time traffic congestion green signal are changed accordingly. Information obtained from traffic signals are stored for analysis of the traffic particular area for project planning. Due to the climate changes video capturing of images vehicle may not able clear. So in the future this can be identified.
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